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Statement of Significance: 
 
What is significant?  
11 Grosvenor Court, Portsea, is a single-storey flat-roofed holiday house pf white-painted concrete block construction, with full-
height windows opening onto a wide trabeated verandah. It was erected in 1974 for businessman Graham Brasch (of Brashes 
Music fame) to the design of society architect Wayne Gillespie. 
 
How is it significant? 
11 Grosvenor Court, Portsea, is of local architectural significance to the Mornington Peninsula Shire. 
 
Why is it significant? 
11 Grosvenor Court, Portsea, is of architectural significance as the first house that architect Wayne Gillespie ever designed in 
Portsea. Grandson of a local flower farmer and son of a socialite who lived for many years on Point Nepean Road, Gillespie began 
his architectural career designing houses for well-connected families in Toorak and environs before inevitably being commissioned 
by that same clientele to provide comparable peninsula holiday houses. The Brasch House was the first in a steady stream of such 
commissions that would sustain Gillespie’s practice until his death in 2005, by which time he had become one of the most sought-
after designs of Portsea holiday houses for Melbourne’s elite (Criterion H). With planar concrete block walls, flat roof and large 
windows opening onto a long verandah, the Brasch House anticipates Gillespie’s mature signature style of stark classically-
inspired minimalism that would define so many of his later Portsea houses (Criterion E). 
 
History: 
 
Portsea 
The land of which Portsea is a part is Boon wurrung/Bunurong country. The Boon wurrung/Bunurong are a predominantly coastal 
people whose traditional lands encompass some 7,800 square kilometres of territory around Western Port Bay and the Mornington 



Peninsula. The Boon wurrung/Bunurong are members of the Kulin nation who have lived in and managed their country for 
thousands of years. The Boon wurrung/Bunurong traditional way of life was interrupted at the turn of the nineteenth century when 
they made contact with sealers from Van Diemens Land and then in 1802, British sailors on board the Lady Nelson who were 
exploring Port Phillip Bay. [Butler & Context, 2012:14-19] 
 
In September 1836, under pressure from the number of illegal occupations and squatting which had occurred, the Port Phillip land 
district was proclaimed open for settlement, allowing for the sale of Boon wurrung/Bunurong lands, claimed by the Crown, to be 
sold at auction to Europeans. Portsea was occupied by European settlers quarrying and burning lime, fishing and practising limited 
agriculture. Settlers in this part of the Peninsula were practising a diverse primary industry, due mainly to their isolation from 
supplies and markets. The earliest European settlers were Daniel Sullivan 1840, James Sandle Ford 1846, John Devine 1844, 
Bunting Johnstone 1843 and Edward Skelton 1842. The isolation of the Nepean Peninsula between 1830 and 1870 and the 
porous, calcareous soils, reduced the economic viability of agriculture, but by combining small scale farming, fishing and lime 
burning, early settlers like James Sandle Ford, could make a good living. [Butler & Context, 2012:53-56] 
 
Limestone was not only an important industry on the Nepean Peninsula it has also had a lasting impact on the heritage of the area 
with small cottages, large public buildings, schools, hotels and mansions built from local limestone. Nepean limestone is a 
vernacular tradition on the Nepean Peninsula with two distinct styles of limestone construction; all-limestone and limestone with red 
brick quoining. Local builders developed great skills and techniques in designing and building with the local limestone. The earliest 
limestone building on the Peninsula is known as the Shepherds Hut built by Dennis Sullivan who operated a lime kiln nearby. 
 
In 1852 the northern shore of Point Nepean, which had been selected by the Sullivans, was resumed for a Quarantine Station. 
Jetties, a cemetery, a hospital, accommodation huts and fencing were constructed between 1852 and 1978. In the 1880s, 
fortifications and gun emplacements were built on the tip of Point Nepean to defend the heads. In the 1940s much of the 
Quarantine Station was taken over by an Officer Cadet School and the Army School of Health until they closed in circa 1980. Many 
Portsea residents worked at the Station and built houses in the surrounding areas. A school was established to educate the 
children of workers and inmates, and the Station's doctors provided valuable services to the local community. [Butler & Context 
2012:120-122]  
 
By the 1860s, Nepean Peninsula was recognized as not only a sublimely beautiful landscape with easy access to the Bay and the 
Ocean, but as a place for holidaying and respite from Melbourne. The first gentlemen owners on the Peninsula arrived in the 1870s 
and recognizing its potential began to build villas and hotels, acquire lime kilns and land for subdivision. The most prestigious 
coastal areas, as sites for gentlemen’s villas extended from Sorrento to Portsea along the cliff top with views of the Bay, and many 
of these large nineteenth century homes still exist. [Butler & Context, 2012:26] 
 
Portsea's origins as a place of limeburners and fishermen and then as a place for holiday makers, occasioned the need for a pier. 
The pier was crucial for Portsea's development and it is no coincidence that the shops and hotels of Portsea, and the earliest roads 
such as Back Beach Road lead to the Pier. Many local families had businesses servicing tourists or worked at the Quarantine 
Station or Fort Franklin. Quamby, 44 Blair Road was built for Edwin Dobie who worked at the Quarantine station, as was 
Glasnevern, 34-36 Back Beach Road, for boatman Patrick Foran. Many residents did and probably still do, provide services to 
holiday makers. Some of the most prominent non-residential buildings in Portsea are associated with early tourist developments - 
such as Marlborough House and the Portsea Hotel. 
  
In the 1870s, John Watson had built a six room limestone house on the beach near Point Franklin, as well as fishing huts on the 
foreshore. The land was compulsorily acquired in 1885. Fort Franklin was constructed between 1885 and 1889 and consisted of a 
series of gun emplacements, barracks and accommodation buildings. The Fort was operated by the Victorian Colonial Government 
until Federation when it was taken over by the Commonwealth. It was constructed along with Queenscliff and Point Nepean Forts 
to defend Port Phillip from Russian invaders, and protect the south channel shipping lanes. [Butler & Context, 2012:126]  
 
The Fort was used during the Second World War as an observation post and then as a migrant camp after World War Two. It was 
then taken over as the Lord Mayors Camp providing holidays for underprivileged children. It continues to be a children’s camp to 
this day. [Butler & Context, 2012:168] 
 
A number of important individuals and their families have had an impact on the development of Portsea. John Farnsworth was a 
building contractor and designer from South Australia. He was commissioned to build the Sorrento Hotel and later he built the 
Nepean Hotel at Portsea for James Ford, whose children subdivided his farmland along Back Beach Road.  Farnsworth built a 
large number of limestone houses along the cliff-top including, Mandalay, The Anchorage, St Aubins, and Seacombe. Farnsworth 
himself lived in the original small house beside the Nepean Hotel and later at Wannaeue on Point Nepean Road. He managed the 
Nepean Hotel for a time and later he was the Portsea postmaster. John James Farnsworth his grandson, started the Queenscliff-
Sorrento ferry service and lived in Farnsworth Cottage an 1890s cottage built for Mrs McGrath, daughter of early settler, Dennis 
Sullivan. Local families inter-married and many have stayed on the Peninsula for generations. [Nepean Historical Society family 
history files - Farnsworth] 



 
In the early 20th century, development of Portsea was impacted by the demise of steamer services, the declining use of the 
Quarantine Station and the rise of the motor car tourist. Construction of holiday homes and weekenders steadily increased in the 
Inter-war period and then again in the Post-World War Two years. Delgany Castle was designed by noted architect Harold 
Desbrowe Annear in 1925 for the Armytage family, and is the most elaborate of these buildings. Its size made it ideal to be used as 
an Army Camp Hospital in 1946 and then in 1947 was converted by the Dominican Sisters to a school for Deaf Children. It is now 
an exclusive residential estate and retreat. [Victorian Heritage Database - Delgany, Portsea] 
 
A major building wave began in the Inter-War period, with the replication of suburban styles in the streets of Sorrento and Portsea. 
The later part of this period, after World War Two, saw some modernist designs for holiday homes resulting in a new trend of 
modernist beach houses by innovative designers for a wealthy clientele. Some important Victorian villas and homes were replaced 
in this era by new modernist houses. [Butler & Context, 2012:109-110] 
 
The influence of modernist architecture in the Post-War period was felt not only among architects but influenced the local tradition 
of beach shacks through the 1960s, 70s and 80s. Even small fibro beach shacks borrowed design elements from architectural 
Modernism, to achieve a simplicity of living and relaxed form. They allowed their owners to live in ‘place’; they generally sat on 
large blocks creating little disturbances to the surrounding topography or vegetation. [Butler & Context, 2012:111] By the 1980s 
and 1990s that had all changed and one of the marked elements of housing in the Peninsula since then is the development of very 
large suburban houses and apartments and battleaxe subdivisions which fit the entirety of the block and require the removal of 
most vegetation. 
 
Portsea has a limited population, only 446 residents in the 2011 census declared Portsea was their home. 87.8% of Portsea 
dwellings were unoccupied on census night. [Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011 census data] This seasonal population has 
given rise to limited service provision in the town and a limited number of public or civic buildings. Portsea no longer has a school, 
St Thomas' church is only used for infrequent weddings and funerals and only one or two shops are permanently in use. With the 
closure of the Officer Cadet School and the Army School of Health, the absorption of Fort Nepean and the former Quarantine 
Station into the Point Nepean National Park, there are fewer facilities and services and an even stronger focus on tourism to 
sustain the town. 
 
History of the Place: 
 
The house at 11 Grosvenor Court, Portsea, was erected in 1974 as a holiday dwelling for businessman Graham Brasch (1922-
2009). From 1930 until his death, Graham’s father, William Henry Brasch (1885-1954) had been general manager of the Victorian 
branch of C C Wakefield & Company Ltd, the London-based oil company best known for the Castrol range of products. Born in 
Sydney, William Brasch had worked as a motor mechanic, variously in Sydney, Tasmania and Adelaide (where he married Bluebell 
“Belle” Benton in 1918) before settling in Melbourne by 1919. During the 1920s and ‘30s, the Brasch family (by then including 
daughter Judith and son Graham) resided in Prahran and Caulfield before William’s new position allowed them to take up 
residence in a grand Victorian villa in Russell Street, Toorak, in 1941. Graham, who remained living in the family home until his 
father’s death, later occupied a flat in Marne Street. After he married Kim Hudspeth in 1969, the couple moved into an elegant pre-
war maisonette at 13 Kyeamba Grove. 
 
From the early 1930s, William Brasch and his family had holidayed regularly at Portsea, although it was not until the early 1970s 
that his son Graham proposed a holiday house for himself there. Acquiring a site in Grosvenor Court, off Point Nepean Road, 
Brasch turned to architect Wayne Gillespie (1941-2005). Like Brasch himself, Gillespie was scion of a wealthy family that divided 
its time between Toorak and Portsea. After graduating from the University of Melbourne in 1963, Gillespie worked in the office of 
Yuncken Freeman before launching his own practice around 1970. With many early clients drawn from his family’s blue-chip social 
connections, Gillespie soon became highly sought-after as a designer of houses in Toorak, South Yarra and Malvern. This was 
presumably how Toorak resident Graham Brasch came to engage Gillespie to design his Portsea weekender. For his own part, 
Gillespie had a long familial connection with the seaside resort: his grandfather had a flower farm there for many years, while his 
mother, Marjorie, lived next door to Harold Holt on the Point Nepean Road. 
 
Gillespie’s residential projects were characterised by an elegant minimalist style that developed as result of his passion for 
classical Roman dwellings (inspired by his visit to Pompeii in the late 1960s) and admiration for the work of fellow society architect 
Guilford Bell (1912-1993), who worked in a similar Stripped Classical vein from the mid-1950s. Graham and Kim Brasch, residing 
in a Georgian-style house in Toorak, clearly sought something similarly elegant when they engaged Gillespie to design their new 
house at Portsea. The couple reportedly requested ‘an attractive functional house’, with Graham stipulating the provision of a bar 
(to be red in colour, with an arched opening) but otherwise leaving the rest of the details to his wife Kim. Gillespie duly came up 
with a scheme for an understated flat-roofed dwelling on an elongated rectangular plan, defined by planar walls of concrete block 
that alternated with full-height windows and glazed sliding doors. Turning its back on the street, the house had no windows to the 
Grosvenor Court side, where a full-width carport acted as a buffer. 
 



The consulting structural engineer for the project was Frank Dixon, with whom Gillespie had worked during his employment with 
Yuncken Freeman in the 1960s. The Brasch House was erected by Bob Rollings, a builder from Rosebud whose firm, styled as R J 
& J A Rollings Pty Ltd, was responsible for constructing several other architect-designed projects in the local area during the 
1970s, including work by such architects as Peter Staughton and Kevin Makin. Completed before the end of 1974, the Brasches’ 
house in Portsea was published early the following year in the Age newspaper. Designated as an RAIA House of the Week, it was 
praised as “a simple design idea handled with strength and conviction”. 
 
Thematic Context: (Graeme Butler, 2008 and Context Pty Ltd, 2012)  
Theme 7: Building settlements and towns 
Theme 7.8: Designing and building mansions, houses and holiday shacks 
 
Sources: 
 
‘Simply holiday home design creates own environment’, Age, 3 February 1975, p 16. 
Barbara Wenzel, Wayne Gillespie, Architect: The Man and his Style (2003) 
Research files held by Built Heritage Pty Ltd. 
Hollinshed, Charles, Goss, Noel and Bird, ECF, 1982, Lime, Land, Leisure; Peninsular History in the Shire of Flinders 
Graeme Butler & Associates, Context Pty Ltd (editors), 2012 Mornington Peninsula Shire Thematic History 
Context Pty Ltd, 1992, 1997, Flinders Heritage Study 
Helen Lardner Conservation Design Pty Ltd, 2015, Ocean Beach Road Commercial Precinct Sorrento Heritage Policy, Cultural 
Significance Report 
 
Description: 
 
Occupying an elongated but relatively narrow allotment at the end of a cul-de-sac, the house at 11 Grosvenor Court is a single-
storey flat-roofed residence of concrete block construction. Responding to the limitations of the site, the house has an elongated 
rectangular plan, and is built close to (and parallel with) the south boundary. The external walls, which have a stark white-painted 
finish, are windowless to the east and west ends. Small windows along the south elevation contrast with continuous bays of full-
height windows and glass sliding doors along the entire north elevation. These open onto a full-length verandah defined by large 
timber posts that have been enveloped by foliage, clipped to create a topiary-like effect. The street elevation is blank and 
windowless, with the only opening being an off-centre doorway through a screen wall that is otherwise punctuated by formal 
hedges and a row of clipped feature trees that rise up through a gap in the roof. A triple carport, with flat roof supported on a pair of 
freestanding wing walls, extends across the entire street façade. 
 
Comparative buildings: 
 
A third generation resident of Portsea, architect Wayne Gillespie undertook a number of architectural projects in that area, 
spanning almost three decades of his professional practice. With the “special affinity the architect felt for houses built by the sea”, 
as Barbara Wenzel noted in her 2003 monograph on Gillespie, “he reveled in the opportunity to frame and celebrate vistas of sea 
and sandy coastline, whereby his talent for bringing in abundant natural light could be given full rein”.   
 
The Brasch House in Grosvenor Court, completed in 1974, has been cited as the very first house that Gillespie designed at 
Portsea. Another early commission, commenced around the same time, was the renovation of an existing house at 3683 Point 
Nepean Road. Erected in 1946, this large two-storey timber dwelling was designed by architects Bates, Smart & McCutcheon in 
the fashionable Georgian Revival style; three decades later, Gillespie was engaged to refurbish the house including internal 
changes and a new timber-posted verandah across both levels. Another early Gillespie house, the McFarlane House at 18-20 
Boroondara Road, Sorrento (1981), of unpainted concrete block on an elongated H-shaped plan, otherwise echoes the Brasch 
House with its stark walls, full-height glazing and full-width rear verandah.  
 
It was not until the later 1980s and ‘90s that Gillespie became more professionally active in Portsea and Sorrento, with a string of 
commissions that included; the McIntosh House in Merrylands Avenue (1984-86), Quinta at 72 Campbells Road (c1989), 
Mandurah at 3820 Point Nepean Road (1993), the Matear House in Point King Road (c1995), the Mahon House in Bass Road 
(1997), and Nariana Court, a gated community of semi-detached units (1998-99). 
 
Recommendations: 
Recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay to the extent of the whole property as defined by the title boundaries. 
 
Significant elements or design features:  
Stark planar walls; full height windows, feature plantings 
 
Extent of fabric to be retained:   



All of the external fabric of the building and original planting scheme 
 
Schedule: 

External Paint Controls No 
Internal Alteration Controls No 
Tree Controls No 
Fences and Outbuildings No 
Prohibited uses No 
Incorporated plan - 
Aboriginal Heritage Place No 

 

 
View of the garden side (not visible from street), circa 2002 
Source: Barbara Wenzel, Wayne Gillespie, Architect: The Man and his Style (2003) 
 


